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ABSTRACT
Due to their ubiquity and ever-increasing technical capabil-
ities, mobile devices are often used as data collection tools
by researchers in multiple fields, notably HCI and Ubicomp.
Although the data gathered by mobile devices can be gener-
ated from sources such as the device users, it is difficult for
researchers to capture ground truth and verify data integrity
beyond controlled laboratory studies. This lack of knowl-
edge about data integrity may, in turn, affect the quality of
higher-level inferences made using the data. In this paper,
we report on the experience and results of a hybrid labo-
ratory/field study in which we use mobile devices to infer
the moment at which users transition between self-defined
semantically meaningful personal places. The results show
that filtered device motion does appear to reflect these mo-
ments of transition well, but the nature of the research ques-
tion makes verification difficult in a field study.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.3 [Special-purpose and Application-based Systems]:
Real-time and embedded systems

Keywords
mobile data collection, context inference, context transition,
ground truth, field study

1. INTRODUCTION
The mobile device is evolving into an important tool for

context aware systems. As devices such as smartphones be-
come ever more sophisticated, with increased capabilities for
sensing and computing, their utility for context awareness
increases. Indeed, the mobile device offers unique data to
context aware systems due to its ubiquity across diverse en-
vironments and its proximity to its users. It is a powerful
enabler for sensing and computation in the real world.
As such, mobile devices are extremely useful tools for data

collection in user studies. They allow researchers to gather
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data from users in an unobtrusive manner, which enables
the capture of rich data that otherwise cannot be obtained
without great effort. This is particularly apparent at the
HCI level in mobile context aware computing. One notable
example is semantic place recognition, where the goal of the
system is to learn and recognise users’ subjective and seman-
tically meaningful personal places [5, 10] rather than the ob-
jective and absolute locations associated with location-based
services (cf. [4]). The subjective element of place recogni-
tion adds complexity to sensing and inference and, as such,
verification of data integrity is non-trivial.
In this paper, we focus on capturing the moments of tran-

sition between users’ semantically meaningful places using
mobile device motion data. Transition events are useful as
they can – if captured – act as triggers for resource-intensive
sensors or user notifications [6, 15]. Existing mobile place
recognition systems use motion as simple triggers for higher-
level sensing, but none have systematically analysed how
mobile device motion relates to transitions between places.
We contribute a systematic analysis of a semantic place

transition detection system using mobile device motion. More
specifically, we analyse two factors – moving average time
windows and weighting methods – and show that they have
significant effects on place transition detection performance.
We first review work related to semantic place recognition
with mobile devices, before describing our approach to place
transition detection with mobile device motion. We then
outline the design of a hybrid laboratory/field study that
captures users’ natural transitions between places in addi-
tion to high-precision ground truth, before reporting the re-
sults of our analysis.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section we provide some background to mobile

semantic place recognition and contrast our contribution
against relevant work in the field. The problem of semantic
place recognition has received attention from researchers in
recent years due to the ubiquity of mobile devices that can
enable recognition in the field. There are generally two ap-
proaches to recognition: geometric-based, where spatial co-
ordinates are used for clustering into places; and fingerprint-
based, where the signatures of signals in the environment are
used to identify place ‘zones’.
Notable geometric-based systems include: Askbrook and

Starner’s GPS-based work [1], which clusters GPS coordi-
nates post hoc to learn users’ significant locations; Kang et
al. [7], who use a time-based approach to cluster GPS coor-
dinates and extract places in an ad hoc manner; and Liao et



al. [12], who use supervised learning to identify place and
activity transition sequences post hoc. The main disadvan-
tage of these systems, however, is their dependency on GPS,
which means they do not work well for finer-grained indoor
places.
Notable work using fingerprint-based systems includes:

Hightower et al. [5] and Kim et al.’s semantic place recog-
nition using wireless RF fingerprinting [9], SensLoc [10] and
Loci [8]. These later systems operate well indoors, and use
device motion to trigger wireless sensing, but no analyses of
how well the captured motion relates to places transitions
are performed. Other place recognition systems have ex-
ploited mobile devices for a multi-modal approach, e.g. [3,
13], and motion-triggering has been exploited in positioning
and fingerprinting systems, e.g. [2, 3, 11] for sensor activa-
tion and switching.
Although these systems use mobile device motion to trig-

ger sensing and inference, none have systematically analysed
how well motion relates to place transition. As such, we
present such an analysis and contribute our results.

3. APPROACH
In this section we outline our approach to capturing tran-

sitions between users’ semantically meaningful places using
mobile device motion. First we outline the problems in-
volved in transition detection from mobile device motion,
before using them to inform our process design. We then de-
scribe our hybrid laboratory/field study in which we collect
the necessary data for post-hoc analysis of how the factors in
our design affect transition detection performance. We be-
gin by summarising the key problems involved in capturing
the moments of place transition from mobile device motion
data:

1. Device motion may be a manifestation of noise or a
less significant activity, e.g. the user idly playing with
her device. Conversely, device motion may not always
reflect user motion, e.g. the user leaving her device on
a desk.

2. The intensity of motion that indicates a state of sta-
tionary or moving context may vary between contexts
and between users.

3. Motion at a single point in time, or over a short period
of time, may not provide enough information about
whether the user is in a state of static or dynamic con-
text. Conversely, increasing the amount of historical
data to be considered could affect decision latency.

These problems provide a rationale for our process of de-
tecting users’ place transitions from mobile device motion
data. The goal of the process is – in real time – to send
a message when the user is transitioning into (entering) or
out of (exiting) a place. Figure 1 shows the components in-
volved in this process, and the following subsection describes
its design.

3.1 System Design
The transition capture process is designed to operate on-

device and uses two components commonly found in mobile
motion detection systems: a binary classifier and moving
average time window.

CLASSIFIER MOVING AVERAGERelative motion

Figure 1: The process design

• A binary classifier addresses problem 2. It is very
unlikely for motion intensity to be consistent both within
and between places, and motion patterns will vary be-
tween users and the device’s on-body location. The
classifier outputs values in [0, 1] that represent the
probability of the device undergoing significant mo-
tion (or the complement probability of insignificant
motion) at timestep k, given the motion intensity:

gθ(f) = 1
1 + e−θTz

(1)

Where f is the relative motion vector at k and z is a
column vector in R2, defined:

z = (1, ‖f‖)T (2)

Here, θ is a parameter vector in R2 that controls the
classifier threshold. We can learn these parameters for
a specific user by training the classifier on a sample of
the user’s motion data in various context states.

• A moving average filter addresses problems 1 and
3. To minimise the effect of transient and unimpor-
tant motion, we can smooth the classifier outputs over
a fixed time window, τ , so that only sustained mo-
tion can trigger a transition. This uses historical data
and, as such, requires a necessary lag to operate. In
addition to varying τ , we can use weighting methods,
w, for the historical data, which can vary the influ-
ence from more recently acquired data. The moving
average outputs high if the weighted average of the
classifier outputs in τ is ≥ 0.5 and low otherwise.

3.2 Study Design
In order to evaluate system performance, we must design

a study that will allow us to capture the data required for
analysis in the most natural way possible. We have two
requirements: naturalism, i.e. capturing data in a natural
environment; and integrity, i.e. high-precision ground truth
data. A field study would satisfy the requirement for natu-
ralism, and a laboratory study would satisfy the requirement
for data integrity, but neither can easily satisfy both. In the
case of capturing place transitions, a hybrid study satisfies
the trade-off between the two requirements.
We therefore conducted an empirical study of mobile users

in a hybrid laboratory/field study. Participants were asked
to visit a set of semantically meaningful personal places in a
natural order, whilst being shadowed by a researcher record-
ing ground truth. We recruited 14 participants (11 male



and 3 female; aged 20-38, mean age 27) from three different
daily environments: an office (7 participants), a university
(6 participants), and a town centre (1 participant). In a
pre-study interview, we asked them to describe their typ-
ical day’s activities chronologically through transitions be-
tween semantically meaningful personal places within their
environment. Immediately following the interview, we asked
them to choose a sequence of these places (and activities)
that that could be performed as a scripted tour. Each partic-
ipant was equipped with an Android mobile device contain-
ing an accelerometer, from which the output was continually
logged at ≈ 16Hz throughout the study. The participants
underwent a training session to train their logistic regression
parameters, during which they were asked to perform exam-
ple within-place and between-place activities, e.g. sitting at
a desk or walking, while carrying the device in a pocket or
a bag. Each training session lasted 30 seconds per activity
type.
The participants were then asked to undergo their pre-

viously identified place sequences and perform their previ-
ously identified example activities in each place whilst car-
rying the mobile device in exactly the same manner as they
would at and between each place. A researcher shadowed
each participant and recorded the timestamp for the tran-
sition points into and out of each place – notified orally to
the researcher by the participant themselves. Due to the
difficulties involved in collecting such fine-grained data over
an extended period of time, the participants were asked to
perform shortened versions of activities in each place, e.g.
“working at desk”, which would typically last for 1–2 hours,
was shortened to 5–10 minutes. The transitions between
places were not shortened.

3.3 Analysis
Upon completion of the hybrid study, we analysed the

data in order to observe the effects of each factor on the
transition detection process. The factors are w, the weight-
ing method for the moving average filter; and τ , the time
window for the moving average filter. Although the data
was logged at 16Hz, we sample from it at 1Hz, so the dif-
ference between timesteps k is constant at 1 second. For
the participant-specific logistic regression parameters, θi, we
used each participant’s training data to find the maximum
likelihood parameters – θ̂i – for that participant i. Once
found, θi was held fixed at θ̂i for each participant i during
analysis.
We chose three moving average weighting methods, w,

to analyse:(i) the simple moving average (SMA), where all
classifier outputs in time window τ are given equal weight;
(ii) the weighted moving average (WMA), where the classi-
fier outputs are weighted linearly over τ (with more weight
given to recent motion); and (iii) the exponential moving
average (EMA), where the classifier outputs are weighted
exponentially over τ as follows, 2

Tn+1 , Tn ≤ τ , where Tn is
the time-lag between the current timestep k and timestep n.
As a benchmark, we also tested the process with no moving
average. Finally, we evaluated 9 time windows τ at intervals
of 5–10 seconds over 5–60 seconds.

3.4 Performance Measure
To measure the performance of each design, we use the

precision, recall and F1 accuracy scores which account for
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Figure 2: Graph of the place transition sequence for
Participant 7. Edge labels represent the transition
ordering, and each edge represents an exit and en-
trance transition point.

true positive (tp), false positive (fp) and false negative (fn)
classifications. Their descriptors are as follows:

• A true positive (tp) occurs when the process classifies
a correct transition point according to ground truth,
i.e. a place entrance or exit transition. This must
be made within an acceptable time window from the
ground truth transition point, accounting for moving
average lag τ .

• A false positive (fp) occurs when the process classi-
fies an incorrect transition point according to ground
truth, i.e. classifying a transition outside a viable
ground truth transition.

• A false negative (fn) occurs when the process fails to
classify a transition point according to ground truth,
i.e. not classifying a transition at the time of a viable
ground truth transition.

To account for small deviations between the researcher-
recorded ground truth and the exact moment of context
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Figure 3: Transition point count distribution over
the participants.
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Figure 4: Plots showing the mean precision (top), recall (middle) and F1 score (bottom) for each moving
average (MA) type over the time window τ . (95% confidence intervals are displayed.)

state transition, a ground truth was considered viable for
5 seconds either side of its recorded timestamp.

4. RESULTS
For the study, the environment for participants 1-6 was a

university campus; 7-13 was an office; and for 14 it was
a town centre. The median number of transition points
for the 14 participants was 16. Common place labels in-
cluded: “desk”; “café”; “canteen”; “lecture hall”; “car park”;
“lab”; “gym” and “meeting”. Common within-place activ-
ities included: “working”, “eating”, “reading” and “relax-
ing”. Common between-place activities included: “walking”
(all participants); “cycling” (participant 4); and “driving”
(participant 14). Figure 2 shows a graph representation of
Participant 7’s place transition sequence, with each edge
corresponding to two transition points (entrance and exit).

Figure 3 shows the transition point distribution over each of
the 14 participants.
A two-way, within subject analysis of variance (ANOVA)

over the factors w and τ (and their interaction) shows that
neither have a significant effect on each participant’s true
positive tp count. The same ANOVA shows that τ has a
highly significant effect on each participant’s false positive
fp count (p < 0.0001), and w has a significant effect on
the per-participant fp count (p < 0.05). There is also a
significant interaction effect on the per-participant fp count
from τ and w (p < 0.05). The same ANOVA shows that
neither factor τ or w (nor their interaction) have a significant
effect on the per-participant false negative fn count.
By encoding the tp, fp and fn counts into between-parti-

cipant comparable statistics – precision, recall and F1 score
– we can further analyse the effects of each factor on per-
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Figure 5: F1 accuracy, for each moving average factor, over the participants at τ = 30s

formance. As the distributions of these statistics over the
participants are unknown (and not well modelled using a
normal distribution), we use a non-parametric bootstrap-
ping method with 1000 replicates to estimate the mean and
percentile confidence intervals of each statistic over the fac-
tors. Figure 4 shows the mean precision, recall and F1 scores
for each w over τ . There is a significant observed improve-
ment in precision and F1 score from no moving average by
all levels of w for τ > 5s (p < 0.05). There is a significant
observed improvement in F1 score (p < 0.05) at τ = 30s
from τ < 15s for the SMA; at τ = 50s from τ < 25s for the
WMA; and at τ = 60s from τ < 20s for the EMA.
Figure 5 shows a more detailed overview of the F1 score

distribution for the participants, partitioned by w, at τ =
30s.

5. DISCUSSION
Here we discuss the observations, limitations and impli-

cations of our approach and results. The results suggest
that the majority of users’ significant place transitions can
be captured through inference of sustained motion using a
simple binary classifier and moving average window running
on a mobile device. Furthermore, performance is good in
a fine-grained environment, i.e. room/building level, with
no specialist hardware. The F1 score of 0.87 from the best
process design (τ = 30s, w =SMA), and the significant im-
provement in observed performance from using a moving
average filter, shows that mobile device motion over time is
a good indicator of when a user transitions between seman-
tically meaningful places.

5.1 Observations
The significant improvement from the absent case by all

moving average types w in Figures 4 and 5 shows that smooth-
ing transient motion and requiring sustained motion over
time is an effective method of detecting user context state
transitions. The results from the ANOVAs show that the
number of per-participant true positives tp are invariant to
both τ and w, showing that without smoothing, the inter-
esting motion data, i.e. the transition points, are always
present but hidden in the noisy motion generated by latent
sources, e.g. users idly playing with their devices.
Interestingly, there is a peak in F1 score performance for

the SMA at τ = 30s (see Figure 4). This is due to an increase

in false negatives fn and consequent decrease in recall as the
time window τ increases beyond the shorter transitions for
many participants, e.g. walking from a desk to a meeting
which may take less than 30s. The peak is more apparent
earlier for the SMA due to its unbiased weighting over the
entire time window. The slight improvement using the SMA
rather than the WMA or EMA shows that equal weighting of
data in τ – rather than biasing toward recency – is likely to
be the superior choice, not least because of the improvement
in classification latency (compare the approximately equal
performance in Figure 4 of the SMA at τ = 20s to the WMA
and EMA at τ = 40s).
Clearly the greatest improvement comes from reducing

the per-participant false positive fp count. Aside from in-
place idle motion (e.g. from the device in a pocket, or the
user idly playing with it), these were generally caused by
participants undergoing periods of “start-stop” motion both
within and between places, e.g. participant 12 using their
device for a phone call; participant 6 moving within a large
shop; participant 4 cycling; and participant 14 driving. A
few false negatives fn were caused by participants leaving
their device at their desk to travel to a nearby location, e.g.
a printer (participant 7), or undergoing short transitions
(with duration < τ), e.g. stopping to talk to a colleague en
route to another location (participant 13).

5.1.1 Hybrid Study
Notable observations from our hybrid study approach in-

cluded the lack of cognitive overload for the participants.
With the shadow monitoring them, some participants noted
that they didn’t have to “stop and think” (participant 13)
about writing something down, or what the should be doing
next, although some participants noted that – as well as the
presence of the shadow – the time shortening during places
felt a little artificial, even with them performing their natu-
ral activities in each. Another notable observation was the
participants’ willingness to undertake the study under the
hybrid conditions: the majority said that – for privacy rea-
sons – they would not undertake the study if the shadow (or
other observation device, e.g. a camera) were to be present
throughout their entire day, i.e. a full observational field
study.



5.2 Limitations
One of the key limitations of the study were the environ-

ments. We were focused on ‘local’ environments – offices,
campuses and a town centre – so we cannot easily gener-
alise the performance from these results to multiple, more
global, environments. Early indications of how the detec-
tion process deals with vehicular motion, i.e. participant 14,
suggest that the stop-start nature of driving will impact on
performance due to the fixed threshold of the trained classi-
fier. However, using multiple fixed or adaptable thresholds
may alleviate these problems. Furthermore, data fusion with
other sources of context data that suggest, for example, that
the user is in a vehicle, e.g. in-car Bluetooth, could improve
performance in these situations, as could incorporating oth-
ers’ work into detecting transport types from mobile device
motion, e.g. [14].
There are also limitations with the ecological validity of

the hybrid field study. First, although the participants were
asked to carry their mobile device in a naturalistic manner,
e.g. in a pocket or bag, we could not capture entirely realis-
tic idle motion profiles due to the shortening of the context
periods. Furthermore, the performance of the participants’
activities was necessarily artificial, i.e. they were enacted
for the purpose of the study rather than to achieve a spe-
cific goal which could, in turn, affect the ecological validity
of the captured motion data.

5.3 Implications
The output of this work results in a lightweight mobile

service that can report genuine place transitions to any ap-
plication that requires them. This has implications for var-
ious applications that focus on semantic place recognition,
e.g. [10], notification delivery systems, e.g. email or SMS, or
in-situ user prompting. The results and feedback from using
the hybrid study approach show that it (the approach) can
be used to acquire useful results that could not otherwise be
obtained reliably through laboratory or field studies.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown how transitions between

users’ semantically meaningful places can be captured us-
ing mobile devices – specifically through motion. Although
thresholds and moving averages have previously been used
as indicators of context change, no one has yet systemati-
cally analysed the effects on performance when their param-
eters are varied; particularly in the case of capturing transi-
tions between semantically meaningful personal places. We
have shown – through a hybrid laboratory/field study in
which we capture high-precision ground truth – that both
the moving average weighting method and time window have
significant effects on the number of per-participant false pos-
itive transitions, and results suggest that a simple moving
average (SMA) with a ≈ 30s time window is an appropriate
choice for good transition capture performance.
For future work, we plan to use the transition detection

method as an enabler to trigger alerts and notifications in
further field studies involving mobile devices.
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